
Geology

It is the colours and shapes that delight our eyes. In the 
strange rainbow plateau of sandstone that makes up 
much of the Southwest United States, like nowhere else 
in the world, the lucky traveller can find both brilliant 
colours and surprising shapes. From deluxe package 
tours visiting luxury hotels perched atop the Grand 
Canyon, to technical mountain climbing and canyon 
descents, there is an exceptional range of sights and 
experiences to be gathered.

Spot the wonderland called 
Colorado Plateau as you travel 
deeper into the famous reds, 
oranges, and yellows of the 
unique mountain canyons.
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Geology

Right and below: Nature’s surrealism on display—large, 
uplifted shaped by water forming spectacular canyons  
and gorges.

Facing page: Mesa Arch as seen at sunrise at the Canyonlands 
National Park in Utah. 

The racing blue and white waters 
of the Colorado River pass 
through Moab, on their way to 
the Grand Canyon and onwards 
to the Pacific.

We are used to thinking of the shapes of mountains 
and hills as soaring peaks, positively sharp triangles, 
topographical bumps, prominences designed for 
play and inspiration. But there is another kind 
of highland terrain, that of the negative space. 
The Blue Mountains of australia, Meghalaya in 
Northeast India, the mountains of the arkansas 
Plateau, all are magnificent places with a great 
verticality to them. But they are actually large, 
uplifted blocks that have been cut through by water 
to form spectacular canyons and gorges. In these 
mountain ranges, the attraction is the negative 
space, the material that is no longer there. What is 
most amazing about these negative spaces is that 
with each colour you pass, and each step you take 
deeper into the canyon, you are also travelling  
back in time. 

The NeGaTive SPaCe
The Colorado plateau—the name literally means 
‘colourful’ in Spanish—is essentially the four 
square-shaped states of arizona, New Mexico, 
Colorado and Utah. The meeting point of these 
states known as the Four Corners is famous for the 
ski slopes of Colorado, the Mormon Christian’s holy 
City at Utah’s Salt Lake City, the ancient pueblo 
ruins of New Mexico, and the ancient volcanic 
landscape of northern Arizona. Here you will find 
both the highest mountain ranges in the american 
rocky Mountains, and the deepest and most 
colourful of all negative spaces, the Grand Canyon.



Clockwise from 
above: The dramatic 
Colorado Plateau 
exposes nearly two 
billion years of the 
Earth’s geological 
history; The Red 
Rocks of Sedona, 
one of the most 
visited places in the 
US, is home to many 
biking and hiking 
trails; Sedona is a 
paradise for the 
serious mountain 
climber, with its 
many gorges and 
crevices.
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Cliffs alternate with flatlands, and 
isolated islands of rock rise up like 
castles in pyramidal form.

good roads span these high mountains, and if you are 
lucky there will be a bright sapphire blue sky shining 
hard onto the bright snow. Far below us to the east 
lie the tans and browns of the Great plains, where the 
grasslands and farmlands stretch towards the horizon. 
The cities of the plains—Denver, Colorado Springs, 
Wichita, Tulsa—may be mostly grey in colour, but are 
actually quite vibrant communities. 

But let’s go west to the Colorado plateau. We’ll 
pass through deep green forests, with their sharp 
evergreen smells and the dripping tapestry of mosses, 
and finally the mountains will flatten out into the red 
rock complexities of the sandstone plateau. It’s here 
we will go into the intricacies of the Canyon country.

CaNYoN CouNTrY
Walking within these geological complexities is like 
literally walking through time. The coloured layers 
represent the changes of the ancient sandy bottom 
of a long-lost ocean, and the different colours reflect 
the mineral changes. over the years, wind and water 
have simply excelled in their creativity, and the 
splendid carvings of these two forces have made for 
a visual delight. each step, as you climb up or down 
crossing the strata, is literally traversing thousands or 
millions of years. as you go deeper and deeper into 
the Canyon country, you are surrounded by rocks 
that are older and older. The Colorado river itself 
is in the process of digging deeper, and the lowest, 
most recent canyon in which the river flows is within 
the most ancient rocks.

Let’s start high in the mountains and work our 
way down. The brightest of all places and times 
is midwinter in the blinding white snow of the ski 
slopes. You can take your pick from Colorado’s 
famous resorts – aspen, Telluride, Vail – or the 
legendary Snowbird in Utah. You can have a go 
at the ‘bunny slopes’ for beginners or the ‘black 
diamond’ routes for experts. The powdery, dry 
snow of Colorado is excellent for sliding across, 
or merely jumping around and playing in. If you 
are not experienced in snow skills, you’ll have to 
arrange some lessons, ski-lift tickets, housing, and 
equipment rental. But if you do have the right skills 
and gear, there is a vast snow-covered landscape 
outside the resorts.

Following a complicated ridge through New 
Mexico and Colorado, the Continental Divide is a 
geographical line—to the east water flows to the 
Atlantic, and to the west to the Pacific. Luckily, 
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a perfect place to base yourself for exploration 
is Moab, Utah. This town is the centre of an 
adventurous mountain-biking community, who 
have laid out complicated trails to navigate the 
immensely difficult slopes and canyons. The racing 
blue and white waters of the Colorado river pass 
through the town, on their way to the Grand 
Canyon and onwards to the Pacific. There are 
hotels and guide services to help every traveller to 
experience the landscape, and it’s easy to find a 
campsite to sleep under the stars.

Some of the finest and strangest scenery on Earth 
is just outside of town at arches National park, 
in Southern Utah. More than anywhere else, this 
famous park in Utah has natural arches of delicate 
build that form surreal windows onto the desert. 
From here, you can look up to the white-capped 
mountains, which stand in stark contrast to the 
orange fantasy bridges.

at Canyonlands National park, a huge extensive 
wilderness area descends in dramatic steps to 
the Colorado Canyon. The three district sections 
of the park have names that are both poetic and 
intriguing: Island in the Sky, the Needles, and 
the Maze. of these, Island in the Sky offers the 
best setting for those exploring by vehicle. It is 
an isolated block of land perched high above the 
Colorado river. From the many viewpoints a fantasy 
landscape of reds and oranges can be seen as it 
spills down to the river, cutting deeper into the  
soft sandstone. 

To experience the Needles and the Maze of 
Canyonlands park requires much more extensive 

preparation. The Needles is notable in that off-road 
four-wheel driving is popular on distinct tracks. 
But much of the park is off-limits to motorised 
transport, and to travel into the wilderness by foot 
or mule caravan is to experience some of the most 
serene and quiet places left on Earth. You will find 
yourself amongst surreal vertical pillars of coloured 
rocks, and walking through narrow cracks in the 
earth with the layered rainbow rocks surrounding 
you. You could imagine spending a lifetime 
exploring here...but inevitably you will run out of 
water and have to return to civilisation.

oN The roCkS
From Moab, we carry on towards our ultimate 
destination, the Grand Canyon. From around the 
world, tourists come in huge numbers to stare deep 
into the depths of the earth’s interior. The scale 

Right: Colorado’s 
ski resorts boast 
some of the best 
slopes in the world, 
with courses for 
beginners and 
experts.

Below: A 
water-washed, 
multicoloured 
sandstone formation 
in the Paria Canyon 
on the Colorado 
Plateau.
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of the Canyon is vast, and it is awe-inspiring to let 
your eye follow each crevice deeper in towards the 
river. Cliffs alternate with flatlands, and isolated 
islands of rock rise up like castles in pyramidal form. 
More than a geology textbook opened before you, 
the Canyon is a lesson made real. 

But for the sheer surrealism, it is truly the rainbow 
of colours, though, that makes the spectacle so 
dazzling. each one of the rock layers has its own 
colour, age, and thickness, and your eye will delight 
in matching these layers between the different areas 
of the Canyon, and along the rock castles. 

From your vantage point on the Canyon rim, you 
are treated to the spectrum of browns, oranges, 
blacks, yellows, reds, tans. There is no order to the 
colours as you look lower and lower. But you’ll be 
hypnotised trying to find a pattern, and before you 
know it the sun will be setting. You are far below 
the bright snows, but you are now closer to the salt 
spray and sunshine of the Sea of Cortez. as sunset 
approaches, the flaming reds and oranges, with all 
their millions of years of time, cool into greys and 
purples, and finally fade away as the stars come out 
in the black desert night. n
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Right: Over 2,000 
natural sandstone 
arches are preserved 
in the Arches 
National Park, near 
Moab in Utah. 

Below: The Island 
in the Sky is the 
best setting to see 
the interplay of 
colours and shapes 
in the Canyonlands 
National Park. 

QUICK FACTS

GETTING ThERE 
Jet Airways has daily flights to New York and 
Newark from Chennai, Delhi, Mumbai and 
Brussels. Connecting flights are available to 
Denver, which is the best major city to approach 
the Colorado mountains from.

GETTING AROUNd 
Travel by road across the rocky Mountains 
is fast on excellent interstate highways with 
gorgeous views. Barring any snowstorms or 
landslides, it will take at least six hours to travel 
over the top of the mountains to arrive in Moab. 
From Moab, it is another six hours to get to the 
Grand Canyon National park. In either city, you 
can arrange group tours or bus rides. along the 
way, you will pass by ski resorts and trekking 
trails in abundance. If you are only exploring by 
car, an entire week will give you a good taste of 
the mountains, forests, and sandstone plateau. 
But if you go trekking, you could spend a 
lifetime exploring.

ACCOMMOdATION 
hotels are in abundance to suit all budgets. 
Some national parks have cabins that can be 
rented. If you have a tent and sleeping bag, 
there are countless campgrounds ranging from 
official national park sites for camper vehicles, to 
small clearings on the side of dirt forestry roads.

ROUTE 
arrive in Denver. Spend a day in the urban 
metropolis, and then head up to the mountains. 
Spend three days visiting ski areas or roadside 
natural attractions, and using as much daylight 
as possible to be on the trails. arrive in Moab 
on day four, and the next morning visit arches 
National park, just outside of the city. a full day 
trip to the Island in the Sky or Needles districts 
of Canyonland will be a good introduction, and 
then travel onwards to spend your remaining 
days at the Grand Canyon. You can either 
backtrack to Denver, or catch a flight from either 
Flagstaff or Las Vegas.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Log on to www.colorado.com
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What is most amazing about 
these negative spaces is that 
with each colour you pass, 
and each step you take deeper 
into the canyon, you are also 
travelling back in time.




